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The Power of Zeus in a New Single Pocket Solution
Apollo TM packs all of the outstanding features of the original Cassida Pro Series Zeus ™
Two-Pocket Discriminator into a single-pocket platform for an easy; one-to-one conversion
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from older competing single pocket units.

ADVANTAGE

Better Technology

Dual Clear and Start keys
make Apollo ergonomically
comfortable for both right
and left handed users.
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High definition LCD
screen with
user-configurable
color settings.
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Keyboard has hot
keys for faster
mode changes
and less scrolling.
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Apollo uses high definition and full color
infrared scanning on both sides of every
bill to ensure unsurpassed denomination
recognition and counterfeit detection.

Advanced Security

Convenient storage shelf
provides space to store
currency straps and pens
for fast and easy access.

Count new or worn
bills smoothly
without jamming.

Automated, patented dust
shield lowers currency
dust levels for users.

Apollo uses much more accurate full-line
UV scanning, unlike conventional
discriminators which use only spot
scanning.

Fewest Rejects
POWERED BY

Designed with the User in Mind

Created from the ground up for ease of use, the Apollo requires
minimal training to achieve outstanding productivity. The Apollo's
navigation and user interface is just that simple!
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QDS, Inc.
8655 Crown Crescent Ct.
Charlotte, NC 28270
800-258-1168
sales@qualitydatasystems.com
www.qualitydatasystems.com

Additional authentication by the proprietary
Casslda M Algorithm , based on Intense
and continously updated technical research
of millions of circulating bills.
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Superior
Counterfeit
Detection
Magnetic
Full Line UV
Fluorescent
Infrared (2-Sided)
HD Color CIS
MAlgorithm
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Specifications:

Counting Speed ..... 800/1000 BIiis/Min.
Hopper capacity .... 500 Bills
Stacker capacity .... 200 ems
BIii Size Range ...... 120 x 60 to

1 8 0 x 9 0 mm
Interface ................. use, RS-232,
RJ-12, RJ-45
Power Supply......... 100-240V/50-60Hz
Weight .................... 18.75 lbs. (7.8 kg.)

